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1 My beloved spake [4:28]

Bell Mass
2 Kyrie [2:28]
3 Gloria [3:02]
4 Sanctus [3:48]
5 Benedictus [2:51]

Clover Willis soprano, Luke Fitzgerald alto, Kavi Pau tenor, Brian Mummert bass

6 Agnus Dei [4:24]
Emily Myles, Lorna Price sopranos

7 O sing unto the Lord [6:13]
Isabelle Tett soprano, Cleo Newton alto, Sebastian Blount tenor, Brian Mummert bass

8 I saw Eternity [4:54]
Clover Willis soprano, Alice Webster alto, Owen Winter tenor, Humphrey Thompson bass

Four American Choruses on gospel hymn texts
9 I’m a pilgrim [3:33]

10 Beautiful valley of Eden [6:10]
Geoffrey Webber, Michael How, Brian Mummert, Luke Fitzgerald conductors

11 Bright morning star! [3:11]
Isabelle Tett soprano

12 At the fountain [3:56]
Clover Willis soprano, Alice Webster alto

Girolamo Frescobaldi (1583–1643)
13 Toccata quarta per l’organo da sonarsi alla levatione [5:37]

from Il secondo libro di toccate (1627)

14 Nunc dimittis [7:13]
Clover Willis soprano, Alice Webster alto, Kavi Pau tenor, Humphrey Thompson bass

Total playing time [61:54]

CHORAL MUSICJULIAN ANDERSON (b. ����)

Luke Fitzgerald organ (1) Michael How organ (2–6) Geoffrey Webber organ (13)

Geoffrey Webber director
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These fine recordings are a permanent record 
of many months’ rehearsal and performance. 
Geoffrey Webber and his choir took this music 
into their repertoire gradually over about 
two years, performing it in evensongs and 
concerts everywhere until they knew every 
note perfectly.

The resulting performances have a naturalness 
– a lively, spontaneous character – which 
comes from long familiarity. The three days 
of recording sessions were wonderful music-
making, with the singers spreading out all over 
Merton College chapel, whose marvellously 
clear and luminous acoustic added magic of 
its own to the choir’s beautiful tone. We also 
spontaneously enhanced the first ‘Osanna’  
(in the Sanctus of Bell Mass) with the sparkling 
brilliance of the chapel organ’s Zimbelstern!

The album you are listening to is a dream come 
true for this composer, and I shall never be able 
to thank Geoffrey, his wonderful musicians 
and Paul Baxter enough for their amazing and 
generous support of my music.

‘Choral music wasn’t in my background,’ 
is the candid admission of Julian Anderson. 
‘In fact it’s quite a surprise to me – but a very 
pleasant one – that I’ve ended up doing as 
much choral music as I have.’ He has been 
putting notes together since childhood, but it 
was at Westminster School, aged 14, that he 
received a first public performance – and that 
was of a choral piece, composed at the request 
of the school’s head of music, the countertenor 
Charles Brett. Asked to curb his enthusiasm for 
the kind of avant-garde techniques that might 
have been expected in a young composer who 
had already absorbed Ligeti, Xenakis and the 
mystical, sensual universe of Stockhausen’s 
STIMMUNG, Anderson duly produced Sing: 
a piece written entirely with the single word 
of the title and on four notes, E, F sharp, A 
and B. As well as the modal implications of its 
harmonic disposition, there may be discerned 
in the idea of the piece (now confined to the 
bottom drawer) an economy of means, a 
spirit of wit and lively invention that equally 
thread together the published works for choir 
gathered on this album.

The first of them dates from 1999, and 
likewise celebrates singing: O sing unto the 
Lord, commissioned for the annual service 
at Westminster Cathedral in celebration of 
St Cecilia’s Day (22 November). The orbit 
of influence acknowledged by Anderson is 
a generous one, encompassing planets as 

A note from the composer Notes on the music

superficially distant from one another as the 
modern Elizabethan choral writing of Michael 
Tippett, Gaelic psalm-singing, Rachmaninov’s 
Vespers, the Venetian polychoral tradition 
and Charles Ives. Master of the Choristers 
at the Cathedral was James O’Donnell (now 
at Westminster Abbey), who had taught 
Anderson harmony and counterpoint, and the 
anthem accordingly tumbles into close and 
taxing cross-rhythms and imitation after its 
bell-like opening exclamation. The silver-bright 
ring of that gesture echoes through Anderson’s 
writing for choirs. So, speaking of form, does 
the anthem’s two-part structure, which swells 
through fluid, soloistic melismas (‘with the 
voice of a psalm’) and crisp antiphony (‘with 
trumpets’ and more bell-like ‘joyful noises’) 
into a sonorously sustained clash of major and 
minor tonalities (‘let the sea roar’).

Having become friendly with several 
members of the London Philharmonic Choir, 
Anderson composed I saw Eternity for an 
a cappella recital by that choir, taking as his 
text the opening three lines of a much longer 
vision of The World by the Metaphysical poet 
Henry Vaughan. (The following year he joined 
the choir himself, and remained a member 
for several years, learning choral technique 
– both composition and execution – from the 
inside while singing repertoire staples such 
as The Dream of Gerontius and Beethoven’s 
Missa solemnis.)

‘Vision form’ is Anderson’s own term for 
a binary, single-movement structure which 
he has refined over the years, most recently 
for his Berlin Philharmonic orchestral 
commission, Incantesimi (2015–16). It 
describes a ‘preparation’ and an ‘event’, not 
unlike some two-movement works of Witold 
Lutosławski such as his Second Symphony. 
Here, Vaughan’s Eternity is glimpsed (at 3:20 
on the present recording) not with Elgar’s 
clap of blinding revelation for Gerontius but 
through the satisfying and gradual perception 
of something uncovered, in a clash of fourths 
and fifths, yet which – like eternity – was 
always present, in this case from the dipping 
swoop of the opening solo soprano melody. 
The moment and its sense of importance are 
prepared with a murmuring blur of expectation 
through the technique of heterophony (a 
single melody shared by different singing lines 
but elaborated freely with different rhythms 
in each), which lies behind the tradition and 
vernacular strength of psalm-singing in the 
Western Isles of Scotland. But the vision 
passes almost as quickly as it arrived, and the 
piece comes to rest in surprising unison on the 
word ‘bright’.

One early summer day in 2002, browsing 
the shelves of a junkshop, Anderson chanced 
upon Sacred Songs and Solos, a collection 
of gospel hymns first published in 1877. 
Known far and wide as Moody and Sankey’s 



hymnbook after its compilers, the volume 
could be found in the pews of many evangelical 
congregations of its time on both sides of 
the Atlantic. Without taking over the original 
melodies, Anderson preserved something of 
the original use and flavour of the hymns, their 
expressions of innocent hope and quiet piety, 
when he selected four of their texts to fulfil 
a commission from the City of Birmingham 
Symphony Chorus. 

Though commissioned and indeed published 
as a set, the Four American Choruses 
are musically heterogeneous and may be 
sung independently of each other; heard in 
sequence, they form three celebrations and a 
memorial. The first and most straightforwardly 
anthem-like, ‘I’m a pilgrim’, sets out with 
purposeful tread over a simple, syncopated 
soprano melody, which returns harmonised 
at the end. After easeful triplet crossings 
of the streamlets on the pilgrim’s path, the 
climax falls not coincidentally on the word 
‘light’, though there is an ambiguity about 
the pilgrim’s final destination in the soft, low 
cluster of ‘night’, which is further heightened 
by Anderson’s dedication of the chorus to the 
memory of his stepfather. 

 ‘Beautiful valley of Eden’ became something 
of a virtuoso exercise in composition akin to 
one of Bach’s mirror fugues, and occupied the 
composer for six months and more. Setting 

out in intervals of serene perfect fifths, the 
choir’s four constituent groups – sopranos, 
tenors, altos, and finally basses – are treated 
as independent units which enter at different 
speeds, each spatially separated and with its 
own conductor. Each group has its own, often 
largely diatonic line, layered into the more 
complex harmonic texture of the whole like a 
woodpile built of different varieties and sizes, 
burning through at different rates, yielding 
different warmths but all contributing to the 
same fire. What is sought and achieved is not 
fierce contest or arcane play but a mood of 
spiritual exaltation, a celebration of difference 
and the kind of communal outdoor gathering 
that sees Amish communities raise barns in 
Pennsylvania, though for this recording the 
Caius choir was spread across the floor of the 
chapel in Merton College, Oxford, with two 
groups in the pews, one at the nave crossing 
and another up by the altar. 

By now, another pervasive theme in 
Anderson’s music should be clear. ‘Composing 
to evoke the sensation of light was one reason 
why I became a composer,’ he says. ‘It’s 
something I have been intensely excited about 
in other composers, and it’s a basic impulse 
behind my music.’ The subject of the third 
American chorus is the brightest light of all, the 
sun; as Henry David Thoreau remarks at the 
end of Walden, ‘The sun is but a morning star.’ 
In setting the sun to music, Anderson returned 

Notes on the music

in more thoroughgoing fashion to an exuberant 
play of heterophony, cast somewhere 
between a secular rite and a sacred romp. 
Minor-second clashes and grace notes lend 
solar brilliance to the choral textures, before 
the voices all gather in praise – ‘thou beautiful 
star’. An unexpected cadence opens up an 
inner light of harmony at the close of the piece; 
the closures in Anderson’s music are not so 
much withheld or provisional as open-ended, 
standing in oblique relation to Tippett’s remark 
about the sudden end to his own Vision of St 
Augustine: ‘We have to come away from the 
vision, out of the concert hall into the street.’

If the first three choruses are collective 
statements, the fourth has a more intimate 
focus of expression. The American element is 
supplied by a harmony stained blue with jazz 
and false relations, and the piece is marked 
‘Very slow, like a prayer’. The source of the 
fountain mentioned in Philip Bliss’s hymn text 
was a technological wonder at the World’s 
Columbian Exposition held in Chicago in 1893; 
visitors would gather there as they do under 
clocks at railway stations, but the fountain 
itself accumulated religious symbolism in late 
nineteenth-century North America to become 
a resonant phrase of the Transcendentalist 
movement. Above low, thick chords stretched 
so slow that the words are almost lost, a 
soprano sings the blues. Her questions receive 
answers (‘There’ll be music …’) in the second 

half of the piece, a vocal adaptation of the 
chorale section from the Alhambra Fantasy 
which Anderson was writing when he learnt of 
the sudden death of his friend, the composer 
Gérard Grisey. 

A happier pretext lies behind My beloved 
spake – a wedding anthem for Peter and 
Rachel Taylor, two members of the London 
Philharmonic Choir. For many listeners the 
title will carry affectionate associations with 
Purcell’s verse anthem of 1677, but then this 
composer has often shown himself happy to 
engage with the canon and place new stones 
on old cairns: it would be hard to envisage a 
setting of Sea-Drift more sharply contrasted 
to Delius’s Wagnerian elegy than the salt 
tang of Anderson’s 1993 response to Walt 
Whitman’s poetry. In writing an anthem that 
could be pulled out of a hat on limited rehearsal 
time, he set himself the challenge of writing 
the simplest melodies and harmonies, with 
the fewest notes, yet enough of them that 
the piece would sound like him and no one 
else. So the second phrase (‘Rise up, my 
love, my fair one, and come away’) answers 
the lilting first with a respaced version of the 
same notes in the same order. The most 
elaborate writing is reserved for the organ’s 
punctuations of each verse, and the dialogue 
between complementary expressions of 
love – the classical poles of eros and amicitia 
– continues past a florid keyboard cadenza 



into a suspended accord between the two, 
though the organ has the last word.

Like O sing unto the Lord, Bell Mass 
was composed at the request of James 
O’Donnell – this time for a first performance 
in Westminster Abbey – but the two works 
are separated by a decade of practical choral 
experience, and in particular by Anderson’s 
previous treatment of the Ordinary text of the 
Mass within Heaven is Shy of Earth, his choral-
orchestral commission for the 2006 BBC 
Proms. Like the earlier anthem, the Kyrie here 
opens with the decisive attack of a bell struck 
firmly; but now the timbre and structure of bell 
sounds permeates the entire setting, which 
is built around the scaffolding of modes and 
resonances in the same key, D, as the bells of 
the Abbey. An aleatoric peal of singing to end 
the Gloria is only the most striking of several 
places in the Mass where bell spectra have 
been mapped on to vocal registers. 

Liturgically speaking, this is a missa brevis 
which omits the Creed, just as the earlier 
concert piece carried no profession of faith 
from one who accounts himself ‘a very 
religious agnostic’. So we proceed directly 
to the splintered dissonances of the Sanctus, 
working against convention where either 
more hushed or more festive exclamations 
of awe are generally to be expected. Yet the 
Benedictus brings the boldest stroke of all: 

the melody has another plainsong shape, 
but the flavour of antiquity is sharpened by 
widening the intonation away from well-
tempered tuning to include pitches more 
usually encountered as natural harmonics. 
The blues float by again at ‘in nomine Domini’, 
leading to a canonic peal of ‘Osannas’ and 
ending on a Stravinskian ninth chord that 
becomes a consonance in its own right.

The quality of mystery bestowed upon the 
Benedictus further intensifies in the Agnus 
Dei. Notes are attenuated, haltingly sung, 
as if the choir can hardly find the words or 
the courage to address God, until the setting 
becomes more sustained at ‘miserere’, 
making not an urgent but a genuinely humble 
petition for mercy. A measure of confidence 
arrives at length with the ‘Dona nobis’, 
where the entire choir becomes a peal of bells, 
risonando (resounding), ballando (dancing) 
and carillando (pealing). As in a sequence 
of change-ringing, some voices take longer 
than others to find rest. 

The discovery of rest is the defining mood 
of the Nunc dimittis – the song of the aged 
Simeon, as reported in the Gospel of St Luke. 
Forty days after his birth, Jesus was brought 
to the temple for the rite of his mother’s 
purification; taking the baby in his arms, 
Simeon faces death calmly having seen 
the Messiah. In word and sound and intent, 

Notes on the music

there is an unmistakable echo in Anderson’s 
unaccompanied setting of the conclusion of his 
opera Thebans, with its portrayal of Oedipus 
coming to terms with both mortality and what 
lies beyond.

This standalone Latin setting is the most 
recent of Anderson’s choral works, 
commissioned at the instigation of Geoffrey 
Webber for the Choir of Gonville & Caius 
College, Cambridge; they gave its first 
performance in June 2017, in preparation 
for this recording. The composer remarks: 
‘It’s my boldest piece in one way because 
it’s so directionless.’ The individual words 
of the prayer dissolve into slowly revolving 
chord progressions, finding a kind of silence 
in sounds like the chanting of Tibetan monks 
(anchored to begin with by a bass drone), or 
like the Musica callada of Federico Mompou. 
There is another bluesy soprano melisma, 
and a sequence of chords holding up the 
word lumen (‘light’) to intense examination, 
as if it were a sculpture in sound. A brief 
surge – another ‘vision’ moment – precedes a 
dissolution of texture in the unheralded Gloria.

As an interlude before the Nunc dimittis, 
a short organ work is included by another 
composer whose music often explored 
harmonic instability in reflective mood, 
Girolamo Frescobaldi. The Toccata quarta 
from his second book is an ‘elevation’ toccata, 

in which unexpected dissonances and 
harmonic twists, fluid tempi and rhythmic 
freedom are used to create the mystical 
atmosphere associated with the elevated host, 
the body of Christ. Central to these musical 
qualities is an uneven tuning system which 
finds an uncanny parallel in Anderson’s music 
of four centuries later. The Merton College 
organ is cast in equal temperament, but the 
presence of out-of-tune stops allows the 
creation of a shimmering effect not unlike the 
Piffaro stops of Frescobaldi’s time.

© 2018 Peter Quantrill

Peter Quantrill has been writing about the music of 
Julian Anderson for almost twenty years: in 
Gramophone, The Strad, Cassell’s volume of 1001 
Classical Recordings and elsewhere. As a regular 
contributor to those journals, as deputy editor of Pianist 
magazine and as a note-writer for festivals across 
Europe he conveys personal enthusiasms such as the 
lives and music of Weelkes, Bruckner and 
Stockhausen. Articles for The Wagner Journal, the 
Catholic Herald and The Tablet have focused on 
unconventional intersections of music and faith.



Texts and translations

Lord, the only-begotten Son, Jesus Christ;
Lord God, Lamb of God, Son of the Father,
who takes away the sins of the world,  

have mercy upon us.
Who takes away the sins of the world,   

receive our prayer.
Who sits at the right hand of the Father,   

have mercy upon us.
For only you are Holy, only you are Lord, 

only you are Most High, Jesus Christ.
With the Holy Spirit in the glory of  

God the Father. Amen.

Holy, Holy, Holy,
Lord God of Sabaoth.
Heaven and earth are full of your glory.
Hosanna to God in the highest.

 

Blessed is he that comes  
in the name of the Lord:

Hosanna in the highest.

Lamb of God, who takes away the sins  
 of the world, have mercy upon us.

Lamb of God, who takes away the sins  
of the world, have mercy upon us.

Lamb of God, who takes away the sins  
of the world, grant us peace.

Domine Fili unigenite, Jesu Christe;
Domine Deus, Agnus Dei, Filius Patris.
Qui tollis peccata mundi,  

miserere nobis.
Qui tollis peccata mundi, 

suscipe deprecationem nostram.
Qui sedes ad dexteram Patris,   

miserere nobis.
Quoniam tu solus Sanctus, tu solus Dominus, 

tu solus Altissimus, Jesu Christe.
Cum Sancto Spiritu in gloria  

Dei Patris. Amen.

 4 Sanctus

Sanctus, Sanctus, Sanctus,
Dominus Deus Sabaoth:
Pleni sunt caeli et terra gloria tua.
Osanna in excelsis Deo.

 5 Benedictus

Benedictus qui venit 
in nomine Domini:

Osanna in excelsis.

 6 Agnus Dei

Agnus Dei, qui tollis peccata mundi,   
miserere nobis.

Agnus Dei, qui tollis peccata mundi,  
miserere nobis.

Agnus Dei, qui tollis peccata mundi,  
dona nobis pacem.

 1 My beloved spake

My beloved spake, and said unto me,
Rise up, my love, my fair one, and come away.
For, lo, the winter is past, 
the rain is over and gone;
The flowers appear on the earth; 
the time of the singing of birds is come.

Sing!

Arise, my love, my fair one, and come away!
This is my beloved, and this is my friend.

Song of Solomon 2: 10–13 & 5: 16 (KJV)

  Bell Mass

 2 Kyrie

Kyrie eleison.
Christe eleison.
Kyrie eleison.

 3 Gloria

Gloria in excelsis Deo
et in terra pax hominibus bonae voluntatis.
Laudamus te. Benedicimus te.
Adoramus te. Glorificamus te.
Gratias agimus tibi propter magnam 

gloriam tuam.
Domine Deus, Rex caelestis,
Deus Pater omnipotens.

Lord have mercy.
Christ have mercy.
Lord have mercy.

Glory to God in the highest,
and on earth peace to men of good will.
We praise you. We bless you.
We worship you. We glorify you.
We give you thanks for 

 your great glory.
Lord God, heavenly King,
God the Father Almighty.



Shine on, O star of beauty!
From thy fair home above;
Reflecting in thy brightness
Our Father’s look of love.

Shine on! Shine on!
Thou bright and beautiful star!

Shine on, O star of Glory!
We lift our eyes to thee;
Beyond the clouds that gather,
Thy radiant light we see.

Shine on!
Victoria Stuart (fl. 1886)

 12 At the fountain

Will you meet me at the fountain,
When I reach the glory land?
Will you meet me at the fountain?
Shall I clasp your friendly hand?

Other friends will give me welcome,
Other loving voices cheer;
There’ll be music at the fountain,
Will you, will you meet me there?

Yes, I’ll meet you at the fountain,
At the fountain bright and fair;
Yes, I’ll meet you, oh, I’ll meet you  

at the fountain,
Yes, I’ll meet you, meet you there.

Philip Paul Bliss (1838–1876)

 10 Beautiful valley of Eden

Beautiful valley of Eden!
Sweet is thy noonday calm;
Over the hearts of the weary
Breathing thy waves of balm.

Beautiful valley of Eden,
Home of the pure and blest,
How often amid the wild billows
I dream of thy rest, sweet rest!

Over the heart of the mourner
Shineth thy golden day,
Wafting the songs of the angels
Down from the far-away.

There is the home of my Saviour;
[There, with the blood-washed throng,]
Over the highlands of glory
Rolleth the great new song.

Beautiful valley of Eden,
Home of the pure and blest,
How often amid the wild billows
I dream of thy rest, sweet rest!

William Orcutt Cushing (1823–1902)

 11 Bright morning star!

Shine on! Shine on!
Thou bright and beautiful star!

 8 I saw Eternity

I saw Eternity the other night
Like a great Ring of pure and endless light,
All calm, as it was bright […]

Henry Vaughan (1621–1695); from ‘The World’ 

   Four American Choruses  
on gospel hymn texts

 9 I’m a pilgrim

I’m a pilgrim, and I’m a stranger,
I can tarry but a night!
Do not detain me, for I am going
To where the streamlets are ever flowing:

I’m a pilgrim, and I’m a stranger,
I can tarry but a night!

Of that city, to which I journey,
My Redeemer is the light!
There is no sorrow, nor any sighing,
Nor any tears, nor [any] dying.

I’m a pilgrim, and I’m a stranger,
I can tarry but a night!
Mary S.B. Dana (1810–1883)

Collected [all four texts] in Ira D. Sankey and Dwight L. Moody 
(eds), Sacred Songs and Solos 

 7 O sing unto the Lord

Sing!

O sing unto the Lord a new song.
sing unto the Lord, all the earth.
Make a joyful noise [unto the Lord,]  

all the earth:
make a loud noise, and rejoice,  

and sing praise.
Sing unto the Lord with the harp;
with the harp, and the voice of a psalm.
With trumpets and sound of cornet
make a joyful noise before the Lord, the King.
Let the sea roar, and the fulness thereof:
the world, and they that dwell therein.
Let the heavens rejoice, [and let the  

earth be glad;]
let the sea roar, and the fulness thereof.
Let the floods clap their hands:
let the hills be joyful together
before the Lord; for he cometh to  

judge the earth:
with righteousness shall he judge the world,
and the people with equity.

Assembled by the composer from Psalms 96 & 98 (KJV)

Texts and translations



Now let your servant go in peace, Lord,
according to your promise,
since my eyes have seen your salvation
which you have prepared before the face  

of all the nations –
a light for the revelation of the Gentiles 

and the glory of your people Israel.
Glory be to the Father, and to the Son,  

and to the Holy Spirit.
As it was in the beginning, is now, and forever  

shall be, world without end. Amen.

 14 Nunc dimittis

Nunc dimittis servum tuum, Domine,
secundum verbum tuum in pace,
quia viderunt oculi mei salutare tuum,
quod parasti ante faciem omnium populorum,
lumen ad revelationem gentium,  

et gloriam plebis tuae Israel.
Gloria Patri, et Filio, et Spiritui Sancto.
Sicut erat in principio, et nunc, et semper,  

et in saecula saeculorum. Amen.
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Fronia Cheng  
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Tristan Selden
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Tenors 

Sebastian Blount
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Kavi Pau  
Peter and Therese Helson Choral 
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Edan Umrigar
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Basses  
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Organ Scholars

Michael How  
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The Choir of Gonville & Caius College, 
Cambridge is one of Britain’s leading collegiate 
choirs. The College was founded in 1348 but the 
musical tradition stems from the late nineteenth 
century, when the well-known composer of 
church music Charles Wood became Organist. 
The choir in Wood’s day contained boy trebles; 
it is now a mixed undergraduate ensemble and 
is directed by Geoffrey Webber.

The choir sings Chapel services during the 
University term and has a busy schedule 
of additional activities including concerts, 
recordings and broadcasts. It travels extensively 
abroad, performing at a variety of venues 
ranging from major concert halls to universities, 
cathedrals and churches in Europe, America and 
Asia. The choir also gives a number of concerts in 
the UK each year.

The Choir’s recordings have often specialised in 
the rediscovery of forgotten choral repertories, 
including previously unpublished music from 
within the English choral tradition and beyond.  
Themed CD releases include a recording of 
modern and medieval vocal music entitled 
All the ends of the earth, and a further recording 
of modern and medieval Christmas music, 
Into this world this day did come (DCD34075). 
A 2011 recording of music by Judith Weir 
(DCD34095) achieved high acclaim and was 
BBC Music Magazine’s Choral & Song Choice 
in December 2011. 

Choir of Gonville & Caius College, Cambridge Biographies

The choir has also joined together with the 
Choir of King’s College London in two recording 
projects – Rodion Shchedrin’s ‘Russian liturgy’ 
The Sealed Angel (DCD34067) and Deutsche 
Motette: German Romantic choral music from 
Schubert to Strauss (DCD34124) – and has 
collaborated with the scholar and piper Barnaby 
Brown on the bestselling and resoundingly 
acclaimed In Praise of Saint Columba: The 
Sound-world of the Celtic Church (DCD34137, 
BBC Music Magazine Choral & Song Choice, 
September 2014) and with the organist Magnus 
Williamson on Chorus vel Organa: Music from 
the lost Palace of Westminster (DCD34158), 
a reconstruction of both vocal and organ 
performance practices in the first half of the 
sixteenth century.

www.gonvilleandcaiuschoir.com

Geoffrey Webber studied 
music at Oxford University, 
where he was Organ Scholar 
at New College. After 
graduating with a First, he 
became Acting Organist at 
New College and Magdalen 
College, and later University 

Organist and Director of Music at the University 
Church. During this time he also directed 
the Edington Festival. After completing his 
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Judith Weir: Choral Music 
Choir of Gonville & Caius College, Cambridge / Geoffrey Webber 
DCD34095

This first recording devoted entirely to Judith Weir’s choral music 
comprises her complete works to date for unaccompanied choir or choir 
with one instrument (trombone and marimba as well as the more usual 
organ). Tracking her evolving relationship with the medium from her 
earliest liturgical commission to the most recent, premiered in 2009, 
it also includes several secular pieces and her two solo organ works, 
which are now established classics of the repertoire.

 ‘The freshness and precision of Weir’s writing is perfectly matched by 
the well-tuned, clearly articulated singing’  
— BBC Music Magazine, December 2011, CHORAL & SONG CHOICE

Stravinsky: Choral Works 
Ruby Hughes soprano, Nicholas Mulroy tenor, Choir of St Mary’s Cathedral, 
Edinburgh / Duncan Ferguson; Scottish Chamber Orchestra Soloists 
DCD34164

Duncan Ferguson’s fifth Delphian choral recording is his most ambitious 
to date: his St Mary’s choir are joined by players from the Scottish 
Chamber Orchestra and two outstanding vocal soloists in major works 
by the twentieth century’s most influential composer. The choir rarely 
get to perform Stravinsky’s Mass in its full version with wind instruments 
accompanying rather than organ, while a performance of the Cantata with 
cathedral choristers rather than an adult choir is rare indeed. Stravinsky’s 
‘completions’ of three cantiones sacrae by Gesualdo, with their weird 
contrapuntal twists and turns, provide a stark contrast to the austere 
simplicity of the composer’s own short sacred choruses.

 ‘Beautifully sung and blessed with outstandingly vivid recorded sound. 
We are brought close to the performers in an attractively resonant space, 
the best of both worlds for [music] in which clarity matters as much as 
atmosphere’ — Gramophone, October 2016

La Fauvette Passerinette:  
a Messiaen premiere, with birds, landscapes & homages 
Peter Hill 
DCD34141

In 2012, leading pianist and Messiaen scholar Peter Hill made a 
remarkable discovery among the composer’s papers: several pages of 
tightly written manuscript from 1961, constituting a near-complete and 
hitherto unknown work for piano. Hill was able to fill in some missing 
dynamics and articulations by consulting Messiaen’s birdsong notebooks, 
and gave the work’s first public performance in the autumn of 2013.  
Here, he sets this glittering addition to Messiaen’s piano output in the 
context both of the composer’s own earlier work and of music by the many 
younger composers on whom Messiaen was a profound influence – from 
Stockhausen and Takemitsu to George Benjamin and Julian Anderson.

Messiaen: Livre du Saint Sacrement (Organ Works Vol III) 
Michael Bonaventure 
DCD34076 (2 discs)

The seeds for Messiaen’s final organ work were sown during an 
inspirational trip to Israel in 1984. Over the course of the following twelve 
months, the aging composer found improvisation leading him back to 
composition as he recovered from the exhausting labours that had 
produced his opera Saint François d’Assise. The Livre du Saint Sacrement 
became Messiaen’s grand farewell to his own instrument, and Michael 
Bonaventure performs it from memory here on the Rieger organ at St Giles’ 
Cathedral, whose true acoustic preserves the clarity of Messiaen’s lines.

‘Bonaventure cajoles from the mighty Rieger organ a formidable range  
of authentically Gallic-sounding colours in his commanding, thrilling and 
brilliantly executed performance’ — Sunday Times, June 2008

‘a magnificent achievement … utterly compelling’  
— BBC Music Magazine, Proms edition 2008, INSTRUMENTAL CHOICE

Also available on Delphian
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